Resolution enhancing using cantilevered tip-on-aperture silicon probe in scanning near-field optical microscopy.
Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) achieves a resolution beyond the diffraction limit of conventional optical microscopy systems by utilizing subwavelength aperture probe scanning. A problem associated with SNOM is that the light throughput decreases markedly as the aperture diameter decreases. Apertureless scanning near-field optical microscopes obtain a much better resolution by concentrating the light field near the tip apex. However, a far-field illumination by a focused laser beam generates a large background scattering signal. Both disadvantages are overcome using the tip-on-aperture (TOA) approach, as presented in previous works. In this study, a finite difference time domain analysis of the degree of electromagnetic field enhancement is performed to verify the efficiency of TOA probes. For plasmon enhancement, silver is deposited on commercially available cantilevered SNOM tips with 20 nm thicknesses. To form the aperture and TOA in the probes, electron beam-induced deposition and focused ion beam machining were applied at the end of the sharpened tip. The results show that cantilevered TOA probes were highly efficient for improvements of the resolution of optical and topological measurement of nanostructures.